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Finding victory in the strategic planning process: 
Resource sharing for success 
Center for Excellence in Learning and Teaching • celt@iastate.edu 

Introduction 
Strategic planning is a process that provides short- and long-term direction to an organization. 
When done well, strategic plans are the map outlining overall goals as well as paths for achieving 
these aims. Articles posted online provide guidance for necessary steps of strategic planning. 
These articles present step-wise directions including: “1) articulate a vision….3) analyze current 
situation and performance, 4) set strategic priorities….8) conduct evaluation and progress checks” 
(Bart, 2009). Even with these steps delineated, centers of teaching and learning often find 
themselves re-creating the process; spending time, energy, and resources creating documents 
that could be easily shared and adapted by other centers. 

Prior to the strategic planning process, staff from our center of excellence in learning and teaching 
created an internal self-report. The self-report included key sections: history of the center, 
overview of the center in relation to the university, current initiatives, SWOT (strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis of the initiatives, and statistics of program usage. 

To ascertain stakeholder feedback from faculty, staff, advisory board members, users of our program, 
and various levels of administration, we created a 7-question survey that asked participants to 
qualitatively state the purpose for our center, and rate the importance and satisfaction of our 
programs, resources, and services. 

To begin analysis we used the WordItOut web-
based tool to create a word cloud based upon 
responses to the question, “What three words 
would you use to describe CELT?.” The tool 
created an image that gives visual prominence 
to words that appear more frequently in a text. 

The word cloud used responses that were 
gathered three or more times with the larger 
words receiving over 20 responses to describe 
CELT: Helpful, Resource, Supportive, and 
Innovative. 

Critical Reflection 
To process, reflect, and make sense of the above data, center staff spent an all-day retreat 
together. We reviewed the history of the center, determined a desired near future, accessed the 
current reality, and then created a “victory statement.” The actions to create the victory 
statement were clustered to create a strategic direction for the organization. 

Strategic Planning Action Matrix 
The strategic direction for our organization could be grouped into 4 categories. Four subcommittees 
with center staff were formed to move us towards our desired future. A “strategic planning action 
matrix” document was created to guide each committee’s work. 

Finally, a process for sharing the victories and outcomes within our center staff, to administrators, 
and advisory board was developed that continues to provide opportunities for reflection and 
movement forward. 

Key Outcomes 
Key outcomes of our strategic planning process resulted in: 
• documentation of how our center’s current offerings relate to the university’s mission statement 
• hiring of four faculty fellows focused on key areas of need 
• developing a new one-sentence mission statement 
• creation of new marketing pieces and re-design the web presence 
• identifying areas of collaboration between center staff 
• elimination, and creation of programming to fit within our center’s goals and strategic vision. 
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